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"The time has come/' the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:

Of shoes — and ships — and sealing-wax
Of cabbages and kings —

And why the sea is boiling hot —
And whether pigs have wings."

Lewis Carroll
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CHRISTMAS?

I never saw you on the Eve
Of Christmas lights and Christmas trees.
Your face is never on the ads
For Christmas bells and Christmas fads.
I thought you maybe came at night
With Santa. And stayed out of sight.
You're never on the radio
Or special, Christmas T.V. shows.
Maybe you just help to bake
Christmas cookies, and Christmas cake.
More than once I've thought you were napping,
Beneath discarded Christmas wrappings.
I've thought about it more than twice . . .
Why do they call it Christmas, Christ?

Pat Soanes

I. Borrelli



Such quiet privacy
I almost feel alone
with only the eye
of something profound following -
the wind is real
and the light of the day is her mood
I love their company more than my own

Has Blizzard

P. Radel



There's a favorite rug.
I used to walk its borders

When I was younger.

But it's more to know
What made me walk the edges

Of that oriental weave
Than it is to be aware of the means

That caused me to arise one flight
And pace,

Until balance left me
In a fun house.

It became a game.
See the famous high wire act

See the manboy lose his head
At the jaws of the

Oriental weave.
Watch the daring and skill

At the tight rope balance.

It gave me a chance
To leave a hostile place

That's why it's a favorite -
shrug . . .

Paul Chesterton

p. Mazzara



TREE

The tree buds green
Enriched by the faint hues
Of a yawning spring.
It grows unseen unheard
A word trembling within
A mute's mouth
Would be as silent.
The tree is a prayer
That has risen
Out of the earth's calloused hand.
It knows not pain or joy
It knows only
The swelling of the sap
And the turning of the years.

The tree is a muscle
Flexed against the wind.
It is an eye-lash
That protects an eye
That is too large to see.
A cathedral to the diocese of living things.

The swelling of the sap
The spinning of the years
The tree is a lesson we must learn
As leaves grow green and seasons turn.

Daniel Kautch

H. Core



Tonite the moon regained
a lost child

To find her, beams did not exist,
A light, seeming of mist

Led me to the heavens
On a stairway cloud.

To forget time, was to accept
Her cool body that bathed

my soul and I ached
As her voice lifted me

Upward, on ground so soft
I will not forget
The fullness of her beauty

that I possessed, even if only
For one life time.
I am hers; only when she is full

can she reach me
Through the magic of the air,

she fills my mind with
a misty stare

Then, she calls
And a lost child

is found
And a magic lady is content
The universe falls off

to sleep
Two children, close together (silently weep)
With the love they'll
always keep.

Paul Chesterton

S. Gaby



ROBBINS HILL HOUSE

One last smoke by the sill
sees shadow-crested dunes
shift in August dusk
and skies and a sea
that make me want to stay,
and skies and a sea
that make me want to stay.

Alice Buckley

C. Mastrodonato



TOMORROW

The thunder is rolling across the brown, open
Meadows,
And I'm glad the cows are snug in the barn . . .
The rain falls like crystal daggers and stabs
The parched pasture.
That mud must be ankle-deep, but . . .
I'm glad for the pigs.
Perhaps the chickens will find some grain
Washed out from where they forgot they hid it.
The lightning lantern shows me the dog,
Laying on the hearth.
And the kittens watching anxiously from the
Piano bench . . .
Outside, the wind is tossing branches playfully.
And the horses yearn to fill their nostrils with
Scents from fields away.
Tomorrow . . .
But not today.

Pat Soanes

S. Labuzeta
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KITEFLYING

Did you ever fish in the sky
Way up high
Where white clouds roll by
Where angels sigh?

Up where blue merges blue.
Where air grows thin
Where eagles soar
On a nomad wind.

With a kite and a rag-tail
Attached as your bait
You stand in your field
To patiently wait.

March and April,
I've been told are the best
by experienced fishermen
Who have tried all the rest.

So many times as a boy
Did I stand in a field
Waiting for a strike
So I could hastily reel

I never caught a fish from the sky
But once I heard an angel sigh.
Thought I -
What wonderous fish they must be
To live in such a heavenly sea.

Daniel Kautch

C. Mastrodonato



An eye opens in the last forest
The black bats, still lonely,

flee the dawn,
The bedded nightcloud is lifting

and the lakes can breathe again.

Did the atoms Plan it?
The birth of the butterfly

And kuku -
Where will summer go?

Something disturbs the leaping fire
And the eye

Quiet as sunlight
Looks for the wind

A lex DeNicola

F. White



PUBLIC LOOKINGLASS

A small girl with flash-bulb eyes
Screams in her last darkness.
Purple-hearted robots hum above
Focusing a silent cross

on her bedroom ceiling.
An old man's pallid stomach
Sighs instant red gapes rawly
At the quick touch of shrapnel

gracing his dreams.
A napalm cloud cooks mother meat
in the fire, black smoke,
and brown baby sucks a short future

from its weary sister's breast.

Alex DeNicola



PEACE

Blue light from the streetlamp
caresses the domes of newfallen snow
around the house tonight.
Such rare musical evenings,
nursing your baby in a candlelit room,
the storm on the outside
and peace in your arms.

Alice Buckley



SOMETIME

I'd like to crawl into your
mind sometime to know what
you think of me.

I'd like to walk up and gaze
out of your eyes sometime
to see how you see me.

I'd like to glide in next to
your heart sometime to find
how you feel about me.

I'd like to love you, sometime.

r.b.c.
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P. Slentz



P. Mazzara

POLITICIANS

Visions
Of a permanent-pressed chef - grinning ear-to-ear
Shaking his badly stained wooden spoon
Out across the balcony
Nodding to his followers - Just egging them on
And the moss-green glitter now trickles
From his brow - in unison with the words he speaks
Demanding his recipe be filled with such a mixture;
Of hideous paranoids,
Two tablespoons of Catholics
A pound of Black-Nationalist
A dash of raped college students
And two cute atheists
But he's gone with the flash in which he became
A time to relax - Fall on your knees -
Thanking God
That there was nothing new in the ice-box

Patrick Corrigan



The trees reach upwards
screaming, straining

in the night,
to touch the pale blue-black

moon,
to hold it

(if only for a brief instant of eternity)
within their yearning arms -

as so I for
you, my love.

Pau/ette Parks
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APPLESAUCE

Sexuality is identity.
Identity is self.
Self is limitless.
Limitlessness is chaotic.
Chaotic is uncontrollable.
Lack of control is excess.
Excess breeds elitism.
Elitism breeds prejudice.
Prejudice creates egotism.
Egotism creates incompatibility.
Incompatibility causes competition.
Competition brings on hatred.
Hatred feeds on misunderstanding,
Misunderstanding other selves.
Selves are identities.
Identity is sexuality.

Mark Finkelstein
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